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BLAKESLEE,. 
353 Fifth Avenue, New York, 

(Corner of Thirty-fourth St.) 

Fine Arts. 
Selections from the best sources of the best 

modem schools. 

Choice examples of the French school of I830. 

" GOU PII' S." 

M .KN0EDkER & @0. 
170 Fifth Avenue cor. 22d St., New rork. 

(Successors to GOUPIL & Co.) 

Galleries of Oil Paintings Open Dailg. 
Water Color Gallery. 

ETCHINGS AND ENGRAVINGS IN GREAT VARIETY. 

Artistic and Appropriate Framing a Specialty. 

Address, M. KNOEDLER & CO., 
170 P.Ffth Ave., Nw York C4tg. 

AVERY'S 

368 Fifth Avenue, N. Y., 
NEAR 34TH STREET. 

OIL PAINTINGS. 
Almost all of the celebrated artists of the 

day, Foreign and American, 
represented. 

MAX BLEIMAN, 
288 FIFTH AVENUE, 

NEW YORK CITY. 

AND AQUARELLES. 

PARIS. 5 RUE DE LA PAIX. 

M[r. Waingan aris 

b49 dieast perstna Streeict,o NwiYor Ctye. 

PARtIS. 

HULOT'S SALE 
M. PaM Gheallier, AUclioneer, 

AT PARIS, 
io Rue de la Grange Bateliere, 

-ASSISTED BY 

Messrs. EUGENE FERAL and GEORGES PETIT, 
EXPERTS, 

will sell by public auction at 

GEORGES PETIT'S GALLERY, 
8 Rue de SEze, at Paris, on 

MONDAY AND T u E SDA Y, 

- May gth and ioth, 1892, 
THE IMPORTANT COLLECTION 

OF 
ANCIENT AND MODERN PAINTINGS 

Of the late llr. HULOT. 
including some first class works of Eugene 
Delacroix, Diaz, Jules Dupre, Meissonnier, 
Pettenkofen, Troyon, Boilly, Boucher, Chardin, 
de Marne, Greuze, Hobbema, Latour, Reynolds, 
Rosalba, Ruysdael, J. Steen, Teniers, Watteau 
and Mme. Vigee Lebrun. 

ALEXANDRE DUMAS' SALE 
Messrs. TUAL and CHEVALLIER, 

Auctioneers at PARIS, 
Assisted by Mr. Bernheim, Jeune, Expert, 

8 Rue Laffitte, Paris, and 135 Piccadilly, London, 
will sell by Public Auction at the 

Hotel Drouot Salles, Nos. 8 and 9, 
-ON 

Thursday -and Friday, MIay 12th and 13th, 1892, 
THE COLLECTION OF 

Ancient and Modern Paintings 
From XR, ALEXANDRE DUM1AS. 

Including some important works of Corot, 
Delacroix, J. Dupre, Ch. Jacque, J. Lefebvre, 
Meissonnier, Nattier, Prud'hon, Th. Rosseau, 
Troyon, Vollon, etc., etc. 

38 Paintings by Tassaert. 

P>ARIS. 

.COMTE DALUPIAS -(de [isbolnne) A 
MR. PAUL CHEVALLIER, Auctioneer at Paris, 

assisted by Messrs. ARNOLD & TRIPP, and Feral, 
experts, will sell by public auction on Monday 
and Tuesday, May 16th and 17th, 1892, at the 

GEORGES PETIT'S GALLERY, 
8 Rue de S6ze, 

THE FINE COLLECTION of 
Ancient and Modern Paintings 

FROM COMTE DAUPIAS (de Lisbonne), 
including about two hundred pictures by all the 

most eminent European artists, ancient and 
modern, amongst which many rare and cele 
brated masterpieces by: 

BASTIEN-LEPAGE. BAUDRY, BOLDINI, BON 
NAT, BOUGUEREAU, CERMAK, CHAPLIN, CHAR 
LEMONT, COROT, DAUBIGNY, DECAMPS, DELA 
CROIX, DETAILLE, DIAZ, DOMINGO, J. DUPRE, 
FROMENTIN, GEROME, ISABEY, LECOMTE DE 
NOUY, MARILHAT, MILLET. MUNKACSY, PASINI, 
ROSSI, TH. ROUSSEAU, ROYBET, SCHREYER, 
TROYON, VAN MARCKE, VOLLON, ZIEM. 

BOUCHIER, FRAGONARD, GREUZE, LAW 
RENCE, LEPICIE, DR MARNE, NATTIER, PATER, 
PRUD'HON, REYNOLDS, HUBERT-ROBERT, 
TIEPOLO, ETC., ETC. 

REICHARD & CO.,. 226 5TH AVENUE, 

Beg to invite inspection of their important 

BY 

Corot, Troyon, Daubigny, Rous 
seau, Jules Dupre, Diaz, Courbet, 

Michel, Van Marcke, Cazin, 
Lerolle, and others. 

GOUPIL & CO., of Paris. 
BOUSSOD,VALADON & CO. 

SUCCESSORS. 

Paris, London, Berlin, The Hague. 

MODERN PAINTINGS 
New rork Galleries: 

3 0 3IF I F- Ti AV YEL N UE }, 

N. E. Corner Thirty-first Street. 

DURAND = RUEL 
3315 Eifth Ave., 

(Corner 32d Street). 

Mode'rn and Ancient- Paintings, 
New York office of the largest and oldest art 

galleries in Paris. 

FA^IM 
. I6 rue Laffitte; AKIS { 
ti Irue le Pelletier. 

THE 

GREAT PICTURE LIGHT. 
Frink's system of reffectors is specially adapted 

to lighting picture galleries, and is used in the 

New York Academy of Design, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, Eden Musee; also in the pri 

vate galleries of Mr. August Belmont, Mrs. R. 

L. Stuart, Mr. L. A. Lanthier, and others. 

Correspondence invited. 

1. P. FRINK, 551 Pearl St., New York. 

. OLD . lThomas B.11o'k, 
351 Fourth Ave., 

D I II T II r e Between 25th and 26th Sts., 
rain IINU1 NEW YORK. 
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: TIFFANY & CO.,'.. 
IIUNION SQUIAREL, NEXV YORKt.* 

~keesS1vesipt1 aC Diivn Deles L_ _n.- n 
- LONDON, 

221 and 221A Regent Street, W. 

Messrs. Tiffany. & Co. Call the attention of collectors to the, 
fat that in their Establishment may be 

found a great variety of rare, unique and interesting objects of art, vertu and high 
curiosity, which may be examined at all times by persons interested. These objects, 
collected from various sources throughout the world, and in every case with a view 
to artistic quality and the most positive authenticity, are of a character so varied 
that they will be recognized as holding elements of interest for collectors upon the 

most widely divergent lines. Among them may be enumerated: 
MODERN BRONZES: Barbedienne Reproductions of the Barye models: each 

piece selected with the utmost care, by comparison with the original model, so that in 
the reproductions everyessential quality of the original model is preserved. Among 
the choicest of the Bary6s are the " Stag and Jaguar," "Tiger Walking," "Jaguar and 
Crocodile," " Bull and Tiger," " Stag Calling," or challenging a foe, "Lion Walk 
ing." the glorious single "Stag," "Turkish Horse," and "Eagle and Heron.'" 
RussIAN BRONzzs: including a bronze bear, by Liebrich, mounted on a base of Lab 
rador spar, rock-crystal and rhodonite; a group of Russian horses, " The Start," by 
Laucerae; a life-size figure of a boy washing his doll, by that wonderful genius, 
Kamensky; a life-size flgure of a boy attempting a bath, by Clentzburg, and many 
other interesting pieces The original life-size bronze group of " The Lost Dogs 
Siberian Hounds," by Mathilde Thomas, exhibited by her in the 1881 Salon. and a 
grizzly bear and an American bison, in bronze-companion pieces of American 
subjects-modeled and cast in the Tiffany silver works: together with a great variety 
of artistic and decorative pieces from the foremost artists, in various dimensions; 
among these being the only reproductions in bronze of the famous Fourteenth Cen 
tury wood-carvings of the Hoff Narren in the Rathhaus at Munich, which have ever 
been made, special permission having been required to reproduce them, and also a 
series of bronze busts of female figures representing the Fifteenth, Sixteenth, Seven 
teenth and Eighteenth Centuries, by von Muller, of Munich. 

FAIENCE AND GLASS: From the atelier of Emile Galle, of Nancy, France, 
remarkable specimens of faience and of glass, consisting of absolutely unique ob 
jects, designed and made for competition at the 1889 Paris Exposition, exhibited by 
Galle in the special pavilion in- the Galerie d'Honneur, and secured by Messrs. 
Tiffany & Co. before the Exposition was opened. The former consists of vases and 
bowls, enameled and etched, with marvellous metallic lustres and colors. The glass 
comprises bowls, dishes and some exatremely important objects, consisting of 
enamelling in colors, inlaid mosaic, moss agate effect and artistic carved articles. 
Every piece is unique. From the glass works of Salviati, reproductions of ancient 
Venetian and Roman glass, including bottles, coupes and tear-bottles, as well as some 
superb objects of the Mille Fiore; Murano glass representing high art in enamelling, 
In colored and Mille Fiore and mosaic glass; and a fac-simile reproduction of an 

Arab temple lamp of the fourteenth century, globe-shaped and ten inches in- height. 
The gilding and enameled colors have been- rubbed off so as to faithfully simulate 
the antique original. In enamelled glass from the Imperial Glass Works of the Czar, 
Alexander III, are- many pieces interesting as studies after the famous ancient 
Arabic enamelled glass. Also specimens of white blown glass, in the forms of cups, 
decanters and other objects, in delicate, artistic shapes, made by Powell, of Eng 
land, and a large Limoges enamel pitcher and platter, period of Henri Quatre. 
* RUSSIAN ENAMELS, ETC.: Russian enamels on copper, of the period of 

Catherine II, Eighteenth century, showing a white ground, with applied figures and 
decorations of silver, which, in -turn, are decorated with colored foils, covered with 
transparent enamels; a vase of transparent enamel, seven inches high, entirely made 
of gilded silver filagree, the spaces filled with ruby-colored, green, golden and blue 
enamel, with three ecclesiastical and other Russian scenes; a Russian loving-cup, 
modeled originally in wax by Professor Bach, of the Imperial Academy of Arts, St. 
Petersburg,. Russia, repousse, in Byzantine style of decoration, with heads represent 
ing types of the, three races-the Russian, the Bulgarian, and the Czech, that have 
sprung from the original Slavonic; objects of jade, rhodonite and rock-crystal, from 
the Imperial Lapidary Works at Peterhoff; a large series of carved jasper, rhodonite, 
topaz, agate, amethyst (purple by day and red by night), emerald, alexandrite, and 
other interesting stones peculiar to the Ural Mountains; a collection of antique 
jewelry from the Central Provinces of Russia, sixteenth and seventeenth century, etc. 

ANTIQUE JEWELRY AND REPRODUCTIONS: A collection of neck 
laces, fibulte, bracelets, ear-rings and rmings, and other objects, from the Alessandro 
Casteliani sale at the Hotel Drouot in May, 188.; a series of fac-simile reproducLions, 
in gold, of the gold jewelry obtained by General Luigi Palma di Cesnola in the island 
of Cyprus and now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, several sets of which have 

PARIS, 
Ayenue de l'Opera, 36 bis. 

been sold to foreign museubs; fine specimens 'of old East Indian gold work, neck 
laces and bracelets in gold and silver. Jeypoore enamel on fine gold-a smelling 

bottle, plate, etc.; a collection of old watches of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth 

Centuries in silver, gold, ibrass and copper; reproductions of rock crystal'and 
enamelled silver work, the originals of which, in the Ambras collection, and in the 
Imperial Art Museum in Vionna, are the masterpieces of the gold and silversmiths of 
the sixteenth, seventeenth afd eighteenth centuries; also a variety of original objects, 
and of reproductions in fac-simile, in the precious metals, of absolutely unique his 
torical treasures of the art bf the precious metal workers of the past. 

MISCELLANEOUS ART OBJECTS, Etc.: A copper clock with rock crystal 
and gold-quartz dial, made'for the Paris Exposition, 1889, a masterpiece of the appli 

cation of art to the mechanism of horology.' A vase of Mocamo or Japanese mixed 

metals. thirty inches in height, the body of which is made of gold and silver, showdo, 
shakado and shuibuichi metals, on a body of silver. This vase contains one thousand 
pennyweights of gold. It was specially intended for the Paris Exposition of 1889, 
and is many times larger than any known object of this class of metal work. An 
ivory bust of a- Florentine boy, and another of Marie de Medici, by the renowned 
French carver, A. Moreau Vautier. The latter is ornamented with silver lace-work 
collar, pearls, diamonds and other jewels. The former has a cap and a collar set 
with smiall rubies.and diamonds. Specimens of etched, pierced and enamelled 
silver, the enamelling being of an opaque dull color, frequently four or five shades 
or colors in one space or cloisonne. A bead cloak of exceptional beauty and size 
made by a Sioux Indian squaw. An ebony cabinet with mosaic panels representing 
the seven days of the week, made by Luigi Tarantoni, Rome. An ornamental hunting 
knife, a magniflcent example of cisel6 work in silver, depicting St. Hubert 
and hunting scenes. Embroidered vestment- from the famous San Donato sale; 
two collections of antique fans, some of exceptional beauty and rarity, dating from 
Louis XIV and XV; Remarkable vases and tiles of the pate sur pate, by Solon. 

Copenhagen porcelain, equal in quality to any of the flne porcelain made, decorated 
in blue and white violets, colored flowers and representations of trout, cat-fish, frogs 
and other animals; and a set of dishes in Red Crown Derby and Vienna, made about 
1800. Polished sections of agatized andjjasperized wood from the Petrified Forest 
of Arizona. These sections of trunks are from six inches to three and one-half feet 
in diameter. This is the highest class of decorative material of modern times for 

table tops, mantels or paneling, altars or church decorations. 
A HISTORICAL RELIC: A sword-hilt, made for and once the property of 

Prince Eugene of Savoy. This histortcal relic is a remarkable specimen of designing. 
casting and the silversmith's art. It is made of silver, relieved with a gilding and 

then chiseled, and is cisele6, true sculpture work, and not repousse filled in 

with softer metal. The figure work is especially worthy of attention from the cor 

rect proportions and the careful attention to the minutest detail. Although the blade 
has been broken, this sword is, in every sense of the word, a sword, the blade being 
a double-edged one of the finest tempered steel. This sword is said to have belonged 
to Eugeue, Prince of-Savoy, who left France in the latter part of the Seventeenth 

century, after the refusal of Louis XIV to admit him to the armies of France, the 

Grand Monarque insulting him by making the remark that he was better fltted to be 

a priest than a soldier. He left for England with the threat that when he returned 

to France it would be as her enemy. His brilliant success in routing the Turks with 

the Grand Duke Lewis of Baden in 1699, and his success with Marlborough at Blen 

heim and Oudenarde are well known. There is a passport accompanying this sword, 

issued by Count le Dreux, on July 22, 1708. The sword was evidently presented to 

Eugene of Savoy for his memorable defeat of the Turks in 1699 and not made in 

France before his departure for Austria. This passport bears date very near the 

time of the battle of Oudenarde. 
NUMISMATICAL OBJECTS: A collection of veritable antique gold coins 

from Greece'and Rome, of the early periods. " Two principles governed their selec 

tion-their artistic merit, as representing the medallic art of their periods, and their 

positive authenticity. Their Very arrangement is a work of unostentatious art. 

They are preserved in such form that they can be studied and enjoyed as one might 
a volume of prints, going from page to page."-The Collector, April 15th, 1892. 

A UNIQUE GEM: The only engraved diamond in the United 

States, a pear-shaped stone, incised with a portrait of William II, king 

of Holland, exhibited in 1878 at the Paris Exposition, the execution of 

which occupied five years, requiring all the leisure time of the late De 

Vrees, the diamond engraver of Amsterdam. 

TIFFANY & CO., Union Square, New York. 
&ay ist, I892. 
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